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T-45
Piano Keys
Bone white and black keys 
casting spells,
rising and falling, like
all the passions of
the heart.

T-275
Aviator
This tiny visitor,
messenger of change,
bestirred from winter’s
dream to the work of a new 
season, and the passing of 
another page.

T-301
Magnolia
She, most ancient of all 
blooms nature’s sublime 
adornment of strength and 
beauty. 

T-341
Family
Born into a love that exceeds 
any distance. 

T-364
The Messenger
From a faraway place,
you touch my soul
and I am forever changed.

T-373
Metamorphasis
To surrender is a 
beautiful journey.
Unfurl your true glory.

T-385
Friend
Old friend of mine,
thank you for the 
wisdom and observations. 
You are the magician  
and the prophet of 
good luck.

T-406
Celtic Tree of 
Life
With the balance of strength 
and harmony, 
we are all connected in the 
circle of life.

T-251
Friendship
A friend dispels the
cold and warms
the soul.

T-300
Medieval Cross
Radiant cross casting
divine light upon
the four corners of
the world.

T-336
The Key
Now and forever,
you hold the key.
You are part of my story
and will always be.

T-357
Fortune
Worship strength 
and kindness over gold. 
Luck smiles on every corner of 
the home. 

T-372
Tiny Dancer
A fearless beauty
with a swift heart,
capable of 
amazing feats.

T-384
Sentiment
Commitment and 
togetherness
protect the heart;
I believe in Love.

T-402
Benevolence
With compassion and 
empathy, we heal and renew.

T-05
Wing
A rustling of memory, this 
wing, this fragment. Fallen to 
earth or rising upward, fast 
moving as thought. Floating 
us to that light and timeless
home of angels.

T-125
Medieval Tree 
of Life
Winter is the season to dream 
the beginning. Like this great 
tree we are all rooted in one 
earth, ever changing, ever 
growing.

T-281
Ocean’s Gift
And the ocean asks,
“Can it be true...that
in this world of
marvels, one’s as
wonderful as you?” 

T-316
Wisdom
Your brilliance
lights a path
through the dark
woods of the world.

T-349
King of the 
Forest
Wise one, standing tall.
One to look up to,
to care for us all.

T-366
Faith
Emerging in 
full bloom when
hope has 
washed away.

T-374
Sweet Rose
In her smile, 
there’s a glow;
a scent so heavenly it moves 
the soul.

T-388
Knowledge
The root of my 
foundation; 
celebrated with life’s soaring 
exploration.

T-410
Hope
Anchored hearts give strength 
to hopes and dreams.

T-41
Paris
Like its own planet
Paris revolves
around love.
Centuries of iron
and stone repeating
the ancient story.

T-236
Union
True love deserves
neither honors nor
reproaches.

T-287
Fabled Bird
Majestic creature of
amethyst and gold!
Guardian of Paradise,
symbol of renewal.

T-335
Dolce Vita
Sweetly, the winds of
summer play
as we dream the 
days away. 

T-350
Joy
Joy is ours;
the freedom to 
build a dream, 
a lifetime to share it.

T-370
Nest
Designed of 
divine proportions,
in this sphere, life begins,
held in the arms of a love
without end.

T-389
Voyage
Life’s journey 
is exploring 
adventures and joy,
finding experiences 
to cherish.
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T-422
Heart Song
The whole of many parts is 
found in the harmonized 
melody of our song.

T-425
Primrose
Patience and kindness nurture 
our soul and
our hearts.

T-444
Forget Me Not
Our true and undying love, we 
are forever
connected.

T-448
Kinship
Creating memories with open 
doors and arms;
offerings of friendship and 
hospitality.

T-453
Jewel
Through life’s journey and all 
its trials, you emerge strong 
and beautiful.

T-449
Cosmopolitan 
Flower
Sophisticated and refined, you 
are of glamorous character.

T-465
Freedom
Open-minded, see what 
is unseen, unleash infinite 
possibilities.
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T-476
Victorious
With perseverance and 
dedication, the seeds we sow 
flourish and are triumphant.

T-501
Hellebores
Arising from the white 
snowscape, rarest beauty, 
strong and undaunted.

T-510
Daffodils
The golden angel of hope, 
cheerful trumpeter of a new 
dawn.

T-514
Mermaid
Come near, hear my song. 
Fill your heart with the light 
of stars.

T-518
Safe
Angelic protector,
encompassing us with 
certainty, lofty goals appear 
closer in your embrace.

T-523
Fragrant
A rich fluorescence of sweet 
fragrance, an 
offering of love and devotion.

T-466
Cherished
Near or far, my dearest friend, 
you are always by my side.

T-490
The Observer
Sing with the invigorating rise 
of the warm sun;
the start of a new day 
and all its opportunities.

T-500
May Bells
The sweet fragrance is pure 
and elegant, simple and 
unadorned.

T-504
Royal Fleur
Nature and architecture unite, 
a trinity of virtue born from 
a flower.

T-508
Believe
Hold dear, the dreams and 
wonders; the power to make 
them true lies within you.

T-513
White Tulip
Pure love distilled in 
petals, manifesting 
beauty and forgiveness.

T-517
Maple Leaf
Filigree and foliage;
strength and sweetness.
Resplendent beauty unveiled 
in synchrony.

T-521
Sunset Rose
Nature’s expression of love, 
blooms unrivalled and 
unfettered.

T-488
Imperial
With a flair for the 
dramatic, leading with love 
and compassion;
The Queen of Hearts.

T-492
Memoire
Give thanks to the past,
for without its time, we have 
none.

T-506
Sir Frog
Bowlegged bachelor is eager 
to please, bouquet in hand, he 
awaits his true love’s kiss.

T-511
Ancient Wisdom
In the churning ocean of life, 
stability and patience
holds the world in balance.

T-515
Insight
Descending with a 
whisper, this wise 
spectator, holds the key for 
what we seek.

T-519
Blessed
Blessed because
.............................................
.............................................
..............
(space to fill in label with a 
personal message)

T-489
Ancient Cross
Divinity and humanity united, 
we meet at the intersection 
of peace.

T-503
Dragonfly
You are my guide to the 
mystery; my whisperer of 
wonders between reality and 
reverie.

T-507
Flutter
Unfurl your graceful painted 
wings, begin an exquisite 
journey to freedom.

T-520
Guarded
Angelic protector,
encompassing us with 
certainty, lofty goals appear 
closer in your embrace.

T-530
Passion
Carefree and colourful,
fluttering ebulliently,
spreading joy and delight.

T-529
Rhythm
Pure and undiluted,
evoking cherished memories, 
fuelling spirit and soul.

T-531
Elegance
Embracing the rhythm 
of the sounds, I dance to the 
music of my heart.

T-528
Clematis
Like wandering vines,
venture to new heights,
bloom in the Sun’s light.

T-532
Love Lock
Holder of my secrets,
my heart is yours,
now and forever more.

T-534
When Pigs Fly
With a little imagination,
Anything is possible.

T-535
Nature’s Glory
Growing in harmony
With abundance and virtue, 
uniting humanity with its 
bounty.

T-536
Lionheart
Leader of the pack,
Conquering the impossible;
Your stoic courage, an 
inspiration.

T-538
Ceiling Rose
Its beauty draws our gaze.  
The ancient rose assures 
confidence
to speak your truths freely.

T-537
The Three 
Graces
Joy, elegance, and beauty; A 
reminder of all that is good.

T-539
Peace (Olive 
Branch)
An olive branch to thyself,
A peace offering for all 
endured. With inner 
tranquility, I rejoice.

T-540
Courage
To stand, to fall,
With the inner strength 
To persevere through it all.

T-541
Noble Stag
Ruler of the wilderness.
Beneath a crown of antlers, 
Dauntless in his stance.

T-546
Chrysalis
Fear change nevermore,
A new beginning awaits.
Revel in the transformation!

T-547
Palmistry
The future is in your hands;
Manifest your vision,
Imagine the possibilities.

T-545
Lady Justice
In her eyes, we are equal:
Impartial to our differences,
Fairness and opportunity 
for all.
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SP-01
Mi Amor
Two hearts standing together, 
partners in life and love.

SP-17
Haven
Underneath your loving wing, 
shielded from harm, I can 
weather any storm.

SP-18
Il Mio Re (Red)
My love, my light;
The king of my heart.

SP-19
Il Mio Re 
(Black)
My love, my light;
The king of my heart.

SP-20
Mia Regina 
(red)
My love, my light;
The queen of my heart.

SP-21
Mia Regina 
(Black)
My love, my light;
The queen of my heart.

SP-22
Love Letter 
(Red)
With these words,
Our story lives on;
Forever and always.

SP-23
Love Letter 
(Black)
With these words,
Our story lives on;
Forever and always.

SP-24
Cottontail
The season’s first bloom  
has emerged;
It is time to celebrate
Spring’s happy traditions.

T-555
Spellbound
Not all is as it seems -
A magical transformation
awaiting true love’s kiss.

T-560
Club
With patience and strategy,
Time will uncover
Your strong suits.

T-552
Imperial Crown
Magnificent and victorious,
This life is yours to expand.

T-556
Rosa
Joy comes to those who feel
The warmth of friendship;
Bask in its light and cheer!

T-561
Spade
With patience and strategy,
Time will uncover
Your strong suits.

T-562
Diamond
With patience and strategy,
Time will uncover
Your strong suits.

T-563
Love
Love conquers all.

T-564
Lighthouse
A shining light
Dispelling darkness;
A beacon of hope.

T-565
Pear Drops
A moment in time, captured;
Preserved for eternity.

T-566
Catalan 
Compass
Journeys together far surpass 
the destination.

T-567
Identity
Spread your wings,
Be yourself;
A perfect thing.

T-568
Pearl
Beautiful and pure,
A drop of moonlight
Born from the sea.

T-569
Stoic Titan
With the wisdom of the forest,
Your palmate antlers
Hold up the universe.

T-570
Primula
Enchanted blooms reveal
The realm of fairies;
Discover the magic.

T-571
Amanita
Mysterious fruit of fairies, 
Spring from the earth 
And reveal your secrets.

T-572
Treble Clef
Musical notes unite, 
Creating a melody, 
Connecting the world in 
harmony.

T-573
Dal Segno
Musical notes unite, 
Creating a melody, 
Connecting the world in 
harmony.

T-574
Semiquaver
Musical notes unite, 
Creating a melody, 
Connecting the world in 
harmony.

T-575
Kris Kringle
His visit is promised
On that celebrated eve,
Filling the world with glee.

T-576
Sweet Lux
The gift of warmth 
Receives sweetness in return.

T-577
Opalescent
Window to the heavens,
Illuminating our world 
In brilliant colour.

T-558
Diversity
Confident and proud,
I love myself for me
For there is no one better 
to be.

T-559
Heart
With patience and strategy,
Time will uncover
Your strong suits.

T-553
Fearless 
Wanderer
Enjoy the adventures of life
At a pace all your own.

T-554
Sweet Melody
Calling out for all to hear,
Beautiful and endearing,
Nature’s most delightful song.

SP-15
Sanctuary
A place of warmth and love, 
offering comfort and guidance. 

SP-09
Thankful
Grateful for all the
goodness in the world, 
appreciative of all the 
blessings in life.

WP-01
Love You
“The way to love
anything  is to realize
that it may be lost.” 
- Gilbert K. Chesterton

SP-13
Beloved
Pieces destined to fit together, 
making us one and complete. 

WP-04
Kindness
“In a world where you can be 
anything, be kind.” - Unknown

SC-(A-z | 1-9)

Scribe 
Collection

T-548
Posy
Seek the warmth of a new 
season;
Flourish in its dawn
For there’s no time like the 
present.

T-549
Royal Crown
Magnificent and victorious,
This life is yours to expand.

T-550
Strength
Come what may,
Your indomitable spirit
Will persevere through it all.

T-551
Tiger Lilies
Bold and triumphant,
Nature’s vibrant reminder
To take pride in all you do!
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